FOREIGN STUDENTS

bridge-building process becomes even more difficult
foreign students try to deal with the human element of
his new enviroment. He has to struggle to get beyond the su
perficial reaction of surprise and curiosity in order to establish
meaningful relationships. It takes him months to be able to
communicate effectively. During his .earliest, friendhest months
he experiences the incredible solitude of a crowded Ram's Den
at noon time, and the sensation of being the only survivor of an
atomic explosion, while wandering through the deserted
the foreign
campus during holidays and vacations. But slowly
student begins to find people who look at him not only as a
foreigner, but a person and teachers who appreciate the indi
viduality of his approach to learning.
It takes a long time to build a solid bridge, but once the task
is accomplished one enjoys the benefits of being able to relate
to both cultures. At the last registration I felt proud to offer my
help to some lost and desperate Americans. However painful
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Bridging A Cultural Gap
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question comes back to mind, this time in relation to a larger
area of experience then the mere accidents that brought me to
Kingston. Another turning point in hfe has been reached, my
two years at URI seem already like memories it is time to look
back and evaluate their meaning.
Being a foreign student is undertaking the rather painful and
exasperating task of building a bridge between two cultures.
He has to undergo the bewildering-though often hilariousand customs of a new country.
process of adjusting to the ways
This involves such diverse activities as trying to master a for
about
eign language, becoming a football fan, learning
women's liberation. I cannot forget my first contact with regis
tration proceedures at URI: the anxiety and frustration I feU
in an absurd
were not unlike those experienced by chapters
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During my adjustment to the cultural shock which was much acute for
me than for some of the students from third world countries. 1 observed sev
eral differences between URl and
my old Enghsh university. The presence
of a police force on
campus and the requirement to carry an I.D. at all times
appeared to be quite casually accepted by most students althouth to me it
smacked of totahtarianism. Army training within the confines of the univer
sity was also new to me and somewhat unsettling. The sharp polarization
between the frat./sorority system and the hippies and freaks was viewed as
a
possible reflection of polarization within the country as a whole, engi
neered and spurred on by its political leaders. The conservatism that is the
Fraternity system that initially opposed the anti-war movement, and offi
cial co-ed living allied with its anti-intellectual activities of house destruc
tion and car-wrecking was scorned by more sober thinkers of the student
body as a sign of unworthiness for the scholastic life. The non-Greeks also
had their share of mediocrity. Those students, for example, who rationalize
their own scholastic incompetence by skipping course work,
dropping out
and nonparticipation in studenl activities, always reinforced by indolence
of their peer group. Changes are
occuring though and less hostility between

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE
AMERICAN DREAM
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My initial response for the request of this article for the year book was to
decline on the grounds Ihat my background would not satisfy the readers
of

concept

a

"foreign"

student.

My being English,

with

consequent

ex

posure to the western culture and hfe style, would perhaps not make me
different enough to provide an alternative perspective on student life at
URI. However, 1 succumbed and the
own

viewpoint,

not

necessarily

the four other British students

an
on

disimilar
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University as such cannot

thoughts expressed herein reHect my
"objective English Analysis". No doubt
campus would concur by proposing four

URl.
be considered in isolation from all other

aspects of American life in which the foreign student becomes embroiled.
This total involvement is an educational aim additional to the degree under
pursuance. One's preparation for this involvement through films and the
news media is
admitedly biased and occasionally anti-American. Thus my
preconceptions and bias arrived with my luggage.
To mis-quote some past eminence "Britain and America are separated by
a common
tongue" is possibly the quickest introduction to my initial diffi
culties in American hfe and nailing it down within the concepts of my own
culture. Words evolve, hopefully for the better. Perhaps my scientific train
ing or, dread the thought, conservatism, resisted the niceties of the verbal
transislion. Most .Americans (& Brions are familiar with the simple word
differences such
words of

objects

as

ride-lift-elevator, and I will

not

dwell

on

although permitting many state resi
university with its associated prestige, leans toward medio
Thus students delude themselves, believing that they are
obtaining
the fullest in university education. Many siudents
actively pursue a degree
solely as a means of obtaining a job on graduation. Training at a Trade
School would suffice for such students.
dents to attend

crity.

this. However

America is

country of rapid changes, through European eyes URI has
quite markedly in the last three years, reflecting social
changes in the world outside. It remains both perplexing and challenging
for foreign students. In this land of paradox with some of the world's best
highways,, yet ridiculously low speed limits and veritable forests of radar
traps, the potential is there yet URI ticks over at low speed waiting for,
waiting for?
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but represent altered concepts of their transatlantic brothers. More
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serious is the apparent upgrading of the mundane lo a level with a suppo
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One quickly becomes aware that the popular British pastime of denigrat
ing the country, its leaders, and the weather is not an exportable com
modity. The foreign students learn that "love it or leave it" lurks in the sub
conscious of every eager interrogator and that harsh criticism of American
habits and institutions are not rewarded by social acceptance. There is no
shortage of items to praise. The wide variety of courses available to study,
the relative lack of restriction in major curricula, the beauty of the campus,
and the casual style of the students. I never believed that I could take
flower arranging as part of a degree! Nevertheless I was impressed by the
lack of unity within the student liody and the absense of popular debating
in the Union coupled with a lack of pohtical interest and awareness in the
lands beyond the America's shores. 1 marvelled at the ability of students to
hold down jobs and read for a degree at the same lime.
As URI is a state University I toyed with the idea that this
may be the
cause of some of ils
shortcomings, and thus not truly reflect the intellectual
standards of a typical American university. The drawing of 90% of the stu
dent body from a small geographical area, a parochial conserative and
CathoUc one at that, detracts from the concept of a university as a seat of
learning for active minds from a wide and diverse background to mix and
interchange ideas as part of the educational process.
The low level of admission standards

common

Thus school children

these groups appears evident as the Greeks become involved in social wel
fare projects and other students engage in student pohtics and activities.
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Some Solutions
What can be done lo end the unhappiness and isolation accompanying Black Student
Ufe? "Wc need more black faces on campus." said George Brown, "once there is a reason
able amount, then there will be more ideas and programs initiated."
"there should be more Puerto Ricans. ChiRoberi

"Ethnically speaking."

canos. etc

.

.
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more

dilTerent

Young suggested,
people relating together being

around

a

totally
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race

is

experience is one which should strive to open all avenues of opporlunity for
all people. If feelings of paranoia or isolation accompany this experience then perhaps another
look should be taken at the structural content of high level institutions.
Students such as George Brown. Alexa Grant, and Roberi Young suggest qualitative ele
ments of their experience is lacking, uniil their voices arc recognized and understood the
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Black Student Dilemma
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"I'm depressed all the lime. I'm so depressed that I can'l study." replied George Brown,
former Black University of Rhode Island Studenl. when asked how he felt as a black on

predominately white campus.
"Some days 1 jusl don't give

a

a

1 ask myself what's it worth?"
damn about going lo class
"I come from an enviroment where there is a Black majority", continued Brown, "this cam
I'll never accept,"
pus is a change I'll never gel used to
Black students entering URI are increasing in number each year. However, with this in
creased enrollment there seems to be increased Black discontentmentPresently there is an estimated 120 Black students attending URI. This figure, as compared
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Academic irrelevance, lack of Black representation as well as social isolation maybe a few of
the problems which face blacks daily.
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Alexa Grant, a transfer studenl from Rhode Island Junior College, is now entering her ju
nior year at URl.
"It's harder for Blacks to get together." she observed, "because this large number of whites

portion
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to an
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Comparing the two educalional systems Alexa said, "at RIJC there
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UNITY HERE ON CAMPUS
Society
to

be

a

has molded the Black world inlo

divided and

a

separated

untrusting people. Alone,

each of

and confused people. It has caused us
walk an alien land with a false foot

us

fall. Alone, each of us are seeking a cultural exuberance totally unlike that of his forefathers.
All alone, the Black seeks to unify with long, lost, beautiful Black manhood and power.
Here at the University of Rhode island there are approximately 120 Black students. Com

pletely alone, each of us walk this campus. Although we try to always hold tight to our dream,
the white society attempts to batter it from our grasp. Daily wc are in a struggle to continue
along our routes of survival and to find a means lo make our routes eventually explode into
The classroom locale keeps us separate. Since we are all enrolled in numerous colleges, our
daily schedules spread us thin over this sparsely populated campus. At 1 1 a.m. on any given
weekday, although all 120 of us could have class, we may only see four or five faces of disUnction. Feeling exceptionally alone, we must trudge towards our class (knowing we have an

ahead) with

exam

The

no

desired words of consolation from

our

friends.

on this same day, we head back lo our rooms.
feeling of ecstacy overcomes the body. Happy that this drud
speak of this to his friends. Unfortunately, our friends live clear
across
With
few
to
the
120
Black students head back lo their rooms. Eve
campus.
places meet
rybody realizes that it's too cold to go to the room of a friend only to find that he is on his way
to yours. On this particular day, the person enters his room and puts on a little music for

After

a

dormitory keeps
person has had

gery is over,

us

separate. At 12:00

an exam a

one wants to

SUICIDE NIGGER

comfort.

Predominately white education keeps us separate. In an institution where predominately
professors teach, what more can a Black student expect than a predominately white edu
cation. Confused by his own views, and those of the white world, the student has to be given
more time to adjust. In his home he believes himself to be important In his class he is just
another Black face. The professors shout out libertarian views to social problems, but even a
the Black student strives to keep
pure liberal knows it could never work. With enormous effort,

Have you heard the dude

white

Walked

sympathetic

to fail
accept the idea that someday things will get better. Our Black strengths begin
and we aUnost behevc in universal brotherhood until a stupid "cracker" makes some re
mark about our color.
will
Keep in mind that someday our goals will be one in the same. We as Black students
extend our experiences (whatever Ihey had been). Together we will strive to make what has
always been a dream, during our university years, a factual reality. Together, the Black popu
lation at URI must restructure itself in such a way that no leakages of whiteness can ever seep
in. All around us we see the white sludent manipulating his existence and we know that we
have to do the same. We as "alone" Black students must attempt to reunite. As a unified Black
; Blacks, undertake.
Each of us must get involved in all that \
mass, we do have
us,

power.

man

is he who stands amongst other Blacks."
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And
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Hey
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Hey

nigger
nigger
nigger

you

Sit around
on their spreading
And gel off on
Their bad

wall

May Africa survive;
May your children Uve,
Proud of the strength You

have
.
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but I said had to go,

come on
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name
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want to talk
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Nigger
Nigger
can't sleep

.

.

you?

now

i need company
i don't care if you shot

.

golden
Insidde the univuhsity
the univuhsity

and I said had to go.

name

stay

why I was such a evil thing and I said huh.
quickly to the package store, jive nigger
i whispered

tell me some jive
I'll sit beside you here on the comer.
nigger can you hear me I'm talking to
look here ain't I cool;

Our fathers
Who were in slavery
Blesse'd be Your names.

Intellectuals.
Intellectuals
shielded by the

my

And asked

under my breath.
And brought a botUe of bacardi, a bottle of coke, went
I walked I shugged disgust that wino, the addict,
whatever PU bet
And I drank to my eyes fell to ground and my stomach danced.
And my feet went to the door.
And i stumbled to the street,
And pain shot through my body from loneliness and want.
And found myself passing the old soul.

We try to

strongest Black

me

And walked

himself out of the educational process but feeds back all that this white man expect to hear.
White students keep us separate. Stressing that he sees no difference in you, the next door

white person tries to comfort us. Those whites who are concerned, seek the Black student oul.
It is at this time that our unity is immensely questioned. Everybody wants a friend, so we tend
whites. Slowly, we begin to unravel our inner-most selves.
to lean towards these

"The

speaking up.
he followed and then he stopped me.

by.

And asked

It aids us in our daily life
and brings us all together
in the face of hatred.
Aid us in our rise

.

...

see

just speak
just speak
lady but he ain't sleeping
just cut his wrist,

sorry
he

the blood in the street

.

.

.

Linda Coleman

by destroying corruption.
for You are our Strength.
and our Unity and our Glory.
Amen
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